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Poisson distribution is usually used as an approximation of a binomial distribution to construct 
sampling plans and control charts. This is quite appropriate as the Poisson probability distribution 
gives good approximation f the more exact but more tedious binomial distribution. While Poisson 
probability figures lend themselves to easier use of charts and curves the burden to manually 
calculate the binomial probability distribution figures would be repudiating. 
However, computer programs may be developed to construct sampling plans based on the more 
exact binomial distribution. Considering the present availability of micro-computers at personal 
level this approach could be more appealing. 
This paper assumes prior knowledge of acceptance sampling concepts and presents a computer 
program written in BASICA on IBM PCXT for this purpose. The paper would also illustrate the 
steps in contriving the program. 
THE PROBLEM 
Given the four fundamental parameters in sampling design i.e.: 
(1) AQL--acceptable quality level; 
(2) LTPD--lot tolerance percent defective; 
(3) u--Producers risk 
and 
(4) //--Consumers risk, 
we would like to determine the sample size (n), and the acceptance number (c), using binomial 
probability distribution. 
THE FORMULA 
We know from the theory of probability that the probability of having (c) numbers or less defects 
in a sample of size (n) taken from a population with (P) percent of defects i  given by the following 
cumulative binomial formula: 
P (n 'c° r less )=~( : )  P ' ( l -P )n - i ' i=0  (1) 
where 
P(n, c or less) = the probability of finding c or less defects in a sample of size (n); 
P = percent of defects in the population. 
Hence the probability of rejecting the population when its true percent of defects is equal to AQL, 
i.e. the producers risk ~t would be 
0t----l-- i=0\  l~  (1)P~QL* (1 -  PAQL) n-i (2) 
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and the probability of accepting the population when its true percent of defects is equal to LTPD, 
i.e. the consumers risk/~ would be 
f l= ~ (7 )  P[TpD* (1 - PLTPD)"-i" i=O (3) 
Given the four parameters ~,/~, PAQL and PLTPO we should find the values of n and c which satisfies 
both equations (2) and (3) simultaneously. 
Solving the dual equations (2) and (3) for (n) and (c) direct would involve considerable 
factorial/exponential c lculations which would be extremely time consuming even with the aid of 
a calculating machine or computer unless pecial numerical methods are employed to short cut the 
exercise. 
NUMERICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The general binomial formula giving the probability of finding exactly (c) defects in a sample 
of (n) i.e. 
can be splitted into two parts namely the combination part (n/c) and the exponential part 
P~(1 - p),-c. Firstly, the following relation exists between the combination of c elements in n and 
that of c + 1: 
(4, 
Similarly if we had the result of the exponential part for c we could easily calculate it for c + 1 
using the following relation: 
P'+'(I- P)"-(c+')= W( l -  P)"-c ( I~P  p) .  (5) 
Combining the two parts back again we could see the following relation between the probability 
of finding exactly e + 1 defects in n vs that of c: 
(n - -c ) (  P ) 
P (n ,c+l )=P(n ,c )  ~ ~ (6) 
Hence if we start at an initial point of an arbitrary n with c = 0 and calculate 
P(n, 0) = ( : )P°*(1 - P)"-° = (1 - P)" 
we can generate P(n, c) for any other c progressively up the real number scale using a fixed multipler 
(,_-5) 
and a variable multiplier 
I n -- (c -- 1)] -(c :--f) 2 i j 
P(n, 1)= P(n, 0 ) , (~10) ,  (1 _-~P p)  
P(n, 2) = P(n, 1)* \i--~J \-l'~J 
or  
o r  
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P(n, 3) P(n, 
2 )* \2+1J  \ l -P J  
.. I ' n - (c -1 ) '~  [ P x 
P(., c)= P(.,e - "*V;  = T) ; i )*  ,i-ZV) 
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(n - -O)  (n - -1 ) (n - -2 )  (n - - (c - -1 ) '~ , (  P ,~c 
P(n, c) = P(n, 0),  ~ • ~ ~ . . .  \ ( -c--  ] -)~-l J  \ I~- -P]  
i/n -- 0"~ ['n --1"~ ( n -- (c - 1)'~,( P ,~c 
P (n ,c )= (1 -  P ) "*~0- -~)*~- i -~)"  ""\(e -- 1)+ 1]  \ i '~ -P ]  " (7) 
To get the probability of e or less in n we should cumulate probabilities P(n, ¢'s) as we proceed 
towards P(n, e). 
P(n, e or less) = ~ P(n, Ci), where Ci = i: i eR  (8) 
i=0  
THE ALGORITHM 
Step I 
Following equations (7) and (8) we first initialize at an arbitrary (n) say n = 500. Letting P = PAQL 
we start setting c = 0 and move c up the real numbers scale using the fix multiplier 
PAQL 
and the variable multiplier 
n --(c -- 1) 
(c - 1)+ 1 
and cumulate P(n, c's). The process is continued till P(n, c's) equals (1 - 0t), within a set tolerance, 
say 0.005% and the results will be registered as our first estimate. 
Step H 
The above process is repeated this time letting P = PLTPD and assuming the same (n) but stopped 
when (c) reaches the number obtained in Step I. 
Step II I  
The cumulative probability figure obtained in Step II, i.e. ~'PLaa, D(n, C'S) is checked vs ft. 
Depending on the condition, i.e. whether the cumulative probability exceeds or is lower than it the 
value of n is bisected own or up respectively and the whole process is repeated again for Step 
I onward. 
Step IV  
The process is stopped when Step III is repeated for sufficient imes say (count = 12) to ensure 
global convergence of the result. The (n) and (c) obtained so far would be the required result. 
THE COMPUTER PROGRAM 
The program presented here follows the algorithm mentioned above and uses BASICA. It is 
written for IBM XT but may as well be used on other micro-computers with no or very minor 
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alteration. The package is interactive but assumes prior knowledge of quality control and the terms 
used. 
QUAL ITY  CONTROL,  SAMPL ING PLAN 
This program designs sampling plans. It is used to see whether a consignment of goods is acceptable or rejected. It 
gives a number (n) for sample size and another number (c) for acceptance number. We should draw a sample of n 
units from the lot. The consignment should be accepted if the number of defective items within the sample is less 
than or equal to c. Otherwise it should be rejected. 
You will be requested to input the following information first. 
1: Acceptable quality level (AQL). The percent defectives that you can easily tolerate in the consignment. 
2: Lot tolerance percent defective (LTPD). The maximum defects you can possibly tolerate. 
3: Producer's risk (a). The risk of rejecting a good consignment by error. 
4: Consumer's risk (b). The risk of accepting a bad consignment by error. 
TO START THE EXERCISE ENTER S. 
AQ L = 0.02 
LTPD = 0.05 
a = 0.05 
b=O.1 
n= 500:c= 15:pl =0.95301 :p2 = 1.985814Eq32 
n=250:c=9:p1  = 0.9696288:p2 = 0.1945813 
n = 375:c = 12:pl = 0.9589912:p2 = 6.253116E-02 
n = 312 : c = 10: pl = 0.9484822 :p2 = 8.651151 E-02 
n=281 :c= 10:pl =0.9725348:p2 =0.1656374 
n = 296:c = 10:pl = 0.9622018:p2 = 0.1221865 
n= 303:c= 10:pl =0.9565561 :p2 =0.1053236 
n = 306:c -- 1 O: pl = 0.9539685 :p2 = 9.870811 E432 
n = 307 :c = 10: pl = 0.9530828 :p2 = 0.0965811 
n = 307:c = 10:pl = 0.9530828:p2 =0.0965811 
n = 307 :c = 10: pl = 0.9530828 :p2 = 0.0965811 
n = 307 : c = 10: pl = 0.9530828 :p2 = 0.0965811 
SAMPLE SIZE n=307 
ACCEPTANCE NO. c=10 
4000 REM CLS:REM COLOR 4:SCREEN 0:WIDTH 80 
4010 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT TAB(25) "QUALITY CONTROL, SAMPLING PLAN" 
4011 PRINT TAB(25) STRINGS(30,220) 
4012 REM COLOR 14 
4016 REM "M. ALBORZI 
4017 REM "INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT 
4018 REM "'ABADAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY 
4019 PRINT 
4020 PRINT "This program designs sampling plans. It is used to see whether a consignment" 
4022 PRINT "of goods is acceptable or rejected. It gives a number (n) for sample size and 
4024 PRINT "another number (c) for acceptance number. We should draw a sample of n units from the lot. The 
consignment should be accepted if the number of defective 
4026 PRINT "items within the sample is less than or equal to c. Otherwise it should be rejected. 
4028 PRINT: PRINT "You will be requested to input the following information first. 
4030 PRINT: PRINT "1: Acceptable Quality Level (AQL). The percent defectives that you can easily tolerate in the 
consignment. 
4032 PRINT:PRINT "2: Lot Tolerance Percent Defective (LTPD). The maximum defects you can possibly tolerate. 
4034 PRINT:PRINT "3: Producer's Risk (a). The risk of rejecting a good consignment by error. 
4036 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT "4: Consumer's Risk (b). The risk of accepting a bad consignment by error. 
4038 PRINT:PRINT "TO START THE EXERCISE ENTER S. 
4040 INPUT S$ 
4042 IF S$( ) 'S" AND S$( y's" THEN GOTO 4000 
5019 CC = 0 
5020 PRINT: PRINT: INPUT "Acceptable Quality Level; the percent defective that you can easily tolerate in the 
consignment, (AQL)%"; P 
5025 P= P/IO0 
5030 PRINT "AQL=" ;  P 
5040 PRINT: INPUT "Lot Tolerance Percent Defective; the maximum defective you can possibly tolerate, (LTPD)%"; 
PP 
5045 PP-- PP/IO0 
5050 PRINT "LTPD=": PP 
5O6O 
5065 
5070 
5080 
5085 
5090 
5091 
5092 
5093 
5100 
5200 
5300 
5400 
5500 
5600 
5700 
5800 
5900 
6000 
6100 
6200 
6300 
6400 
6500 
6600 
6700 
6800 
6900 
7100 
7250 
7300 
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PRINT:INPUT "Producer's Risk; the risk of rejecting a good consignment, (a)%": XX 
A = XX/1 O0 
PRI NT "a =";  XX/1 O0 
PRINT:Input "Consumer's Risk; the risk of accepting a bad consignment. (b) %"; B 
B = B/1 O0 
PRINT "b=" ;  B:PRINT:PRINT STRINGS$(80.22):REM COLOR 6 
M=O; MM = 500 
N I=M 
N=MM 
If CC=12 THEN PRINT:PRINT "SAMPLE SIZE n=" :  N:PRINT "ACCEPTANCE NO. c=":  (C+I ) :END 
FOR R=0 TO N 
F = P/(1 - P) 
FF= PP/(1 -PP)  
Q=(1 -P )  " N 
QQ=(1-PP)"  N 
C=0 
CPR=Q 
CPPR=QQ 
Q=Q,F , ( (N-C) / (C+ 1)) 
QQ = QQ,FF ,  ((N - C)/(C + 1)) 
CPR=CPR+Q 
CPPR =CPPR +QQ 
AA=A-CPR 
BB = B - CPPR 
IF C= R GOTO 6900 
C=C+I  
GOTO 6000 
IF AA<=0.005 THEN PRINT "n=' ;  (N); " : c=" ;  (C+1); " :p l  =":  CPR: " :p2=" :  CPPR 
IF AA<=O.O05 AND BB)O.O05 THEN N=INT ( (N+N1) /2 ) :MM=N:R=O:CC=CC+I :GOTO 5092 
IF AA=<0.005 AND BB<=0.O05 THEN M=NMM=INT ( (3 ,N-N1) /2 ) :R=90:CC=CC+I :GOTO 5092 
N EXT 
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